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Inside a renovated mansion which has been elegantly

transformed into a modern light hacienda-style residence,

beautifully accentuated by the expert interior design of Jaimee

Rose Interiors. Located in the esteemed Silverleaf Estate of

Scottsdale, Arizona, the home is a seamless blend of

contemporary aesthetics with traditional elements defines the

luxurious and inviting ambiance of this remarkable residence.
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Impressive &
Incredibly
Captivating

As I imagine myself sitting on the back verandah of this magnificent Mediterranean

mansion, I find myself lost in the breathtaking views, feeling as though I've been

transported to the pinnacle of a Spanish mountaintop. It's an experience that never loses its

charm. This house is everything it aspired to be: Mediterranean, traditional, yet modern –

a genuine reflection of its true beauty. 

There’s an old song by Hank Snow with lyrics that describe the very house we’ve featured:

“ In my adobe hacienda there's a touch of Mexico

Cactus lovelier than orchids blooming in the patio

Soft desert stars and the strum of guitars

Makes every evening seem so sweet

In my adobe hacienda life and love are more complete." 
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VIVA

The interior moodboard showcases a rich palette of oak elements,
accentuated by Hermosa-style floor tiles in cream and black. The elegant
fusion of weathered oak flooring and finely crafted oak paneling is
perfectly complemented by the timeless cream and white upholstery. The
space harmoniously blends modern and classic design, adorned with subtle
burnished brass and silver accents. Dove grey cabinetry provides a calming
backdrop, while the grey diamond-shaped mini mosaic tile backsplashes
add a touch of intricate charm.
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Hacienda
DEL AMOR



Mediterranean-style residential architecture stands as an enchanting blend of classic charm
and modern elegance. Inspired by the sun-soaked regions of Southern Europe & Mexico,
these homes boast stucco exteriors, red-tiled roofs, and intricate detailing that evoke a sense
of luxury and warmth. The term "hacienda" carries a certain vagueness, often alluding to
expansive, grand estates steeped in history and significance. Their enduring appeal lies in the
seamless integration of indoor and outdoor living, accentuated by arched windows, grand
balconies, and lush gardens. As their popularity endures, modern interpretations infuse sleek
lines and innovative materials, balancing tradition with a fresh, sophisticated aesthetic, thus
ensuring their continued relevance in the ever-evolving world of architectural design.
The estate's meticulous design, a remodeled home redesigned by Jamie Rose Interiors,
exudes sophistication in every detail. From the sumptuous finishes to the impeccably
planned entertainment spaces, it's evident that every aspect has been considered with the
utmost precision and care.
The outdoor spaces are nothing short of a paradise – a picturesque retreat for those pursuing
life's finest treasures. A heated private pool and spa call for attention and easily entice a
lifestyle of leisure and relaxation, while the bar area sets the stage for memorable gatherings
with friends or cherished moments of solitude.
One can't help but be captivated by the elevated patio, framed by two inviting firepits. From
this vantage point, the panoramic views are a breathtaking spectacle. With amazing arched
windows, the house feels like a Mediterranean dream, suffusing each room with natural light
and creating an inviting, open atmosphere that seamlessly blends indoor and outdoor spaces.
To the south, the majestic mountains create an awe-inspiring backdrop, while to the north,
the city's lights twinkle like a constellation of stars, setting the scene for unforgettable
evenings. As the sun dips below the horizon, the sunsets paint the sky with hues that defy
description.
This estate offers more than just a luxurious living space; it also provides the key to an
exclusive world. A Golf Membership to the prestigious Silverleaf Club is available, granting
access to world-class amenities in an extraordinary environment. Nestled in the embrace of
the McDowell Sonoran Preserve, this club offers a remarkable golf course designed by Tom
Weiskopf, a Mediterranean-style clubhouse, and a rejuvenating spa, all amidst the pristine
beauty of the natural surroundings.
The architecture of the residence itself embodies the essence of a hacienda-style elegance.
The warm, earthy tones of the walls envelop you in timeless comfort, while the wooden
details on the ceilings and intricately carved cabinetry speak of artisanal craftsmanship. This
home is a symphony of grace and sophistication, the finest in luxury living, and it's my
pleasure to showcase it in our magazine for aficionados of architectural excellence.

Hacienda
DEL AMOR
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INSIDE KITCHEN GUIDE #47 Cook-Spaces
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When envisioning a Mediterranean dwelling, one often conjures vibrant imagery of
lively hues and intricate architectural detailing, from colorful backsplashes to the rustic
allure of brick facades and arched wood-fired ovens. However, what truly captivates
the essence of Mediterranean design is its remarkable versatility, allowing for a
seamless blend of traditional and contemporary elements, each weaving a unique
narrative of elegance and sophistication. As I gaze upon the dove-grey kitchen
cabinetry, the Tudor-style essence is palpable, yet intricately adorned with arched
patterns and shapes that effortlessly evoke a soft Mediterranean ambiance. The stove
area, a centerpiece of artistry, boasts an ornate design concealing the hood, adorned
with a delicate dove-grey diamond-shaped mosaic pattern that adds a touch of finesse.
The grand, arched window, commanding attention, bathes the space in natural light,
harmoniously complementing the oak and mahogany finished wood features. Two
islands, strategically placed, serve distinct purposes, one dedicated to culinary
endeavors while the other invites intimate dining experiences. This kitchen exudes a
warm, sultry allure, seamlessly enhancing the splendor of this remarkable abode.

ELEGANT
Culinaria
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Inside Style
T H E  C A T A L O G U E
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Grey kitchens, utilizing shades like Dove grey, En Vogue
grey, and Gainsboro grey, epitomize a trend that balances
contemporary style and enduring elegance. They span a
diverse range of designs, from sleek modern styles with
clean lines to intricately detailed, traditional cabinetry.
Charcoal and slate grey juxtapose, creating captivating

contrasts and depth. Complemented by pewter and silver
hardware, along with textured stone countertops and

silver-flecked backsplashes, these kitchens exude refined
sophistication. The versatility of the different greys in

various styles showcases their adaptability, making them
an ever-popular choice for those seeking both modern chic

and timeless allure in their culinary space.

T H E  G R E Y
K I T C H E N

EDITOR’S
PICK
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Elmbridge
Dove Grey
HOWDENS

En Vogue
GAMBRICK

Gainsboro Grey
RTA

Stone Grey
ARISTOKRAFT



BETON LAMP
Reactive Ceramic Glazed
textured lamp with linen
shade. 

CIRCA LIGHTING

Bleached Oak
Ribbed
Sideboard
French oak material with
bleached Caspar finish
Sideboard. 

ESCAPE 

luxxu round
table
Modern round oak table
with reeded base. 

PALISSANDRE

ENTRYStyle
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LEMAIRE LAMP
Alabaster form  tilted base
with a cone-shaped shade in
antiqued-burnished brass 

ALICE LANE HOME

Gladstone
table
Solid cylindrical legs with
oval marble top, made of
Nero Marquina marble.

MINOTTI

Mirel Tufted
Sofa
European linen upholstery
tufted sofa.

HOMETHREADS

LIVINGStyle
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meghan
armchair
Upholstered in dark grey -
colored corduroy ash wood
with wenge finish armchair. 

KAVE HOME

Sutter
Executive Desk
Cathedral Oak Veneers in
Claro finish classic designer
desk. 

LAYLA GRAYCE

conrad sofa
Top Grain Leather Cigar
color Chesterfield sofa. 

LAYLA GRAYCE

STUDYStyle
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 Erika
Chandelier
Candle Style metal
Candelabra chandelier. 

VISUAL COMFORT

HAVANA BAR &
COUNTER
STOOl
Frame crafted of durable
aluminum wrapped in all-
weather cord in graphite 

RH

KITCHENStyle
INSIDE TRENDS #47

smart dual
stove
Café™ 48" Smart Dual-Fuel
Commercial-Style Range
with 6 Burners and Griddle

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES



wakefield
sideboard
Hamptons style inspired
buffet with rrown moulding
and shaker style doors.

HAMPTON LANE

toulon
dining table
Vintage brown finish over
solid mango wood  triple
beveled waterfall legs. 

SCOUT & NIMBLE

dewdrops
light
Multilayered linear
contemporary designer
light. 

 GIOPATO & COOMBES

DININGStyle
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Modern
Swivel 
Floor
Mirror
Sleek frame with rounded
corners and a brushed brass
finish

EICHHOLTZ NOVO

Modern
History
Organic Bed
Gold metal hand chiseled 4-
post bed with Neutral Linen
Upholstered Headboard.

RH

BEDROOM

arched bench
Upholstered sand color
handcrafted bench.

ALL MODERN

Style
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Forest
Dawn
Chandelier
Lucerne gold finish with
quartz and crystal petals.

LOOMLAN

ecume sofa
Upholstered wave style
designer modular sofa. 

STUDIO TWENTY SOFA

BEDROOM LOUNGE

Dorey End
Table
Smoke finish oak arched 3-
leg design end table. 

LIGHTOLOGY

Style
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FLORAL
CHANDELIER
Crystal palm leaf inspired
chandelier with ultra-
slender glass crystal tubes.

VISUAL COMFORT

Bateau tub
Vintage style with modern
luxury Pedestal Soaking
Cast Iron Bathtub.

SIGNATURE HARDWARE

cocktail
ottoman
Crypton Jumper Oatmeal
upholstery fabric with metal
brass finished legs. 

CIRCLE FURNITURE

BATHROOMStyle
INSIDE TRENDS #47
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Land-Scapes
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One can't help but appreciate the beauty of a Mediterranean Hacienda, a house
that evokes an era of aristocratic splendor, these residences, often nestled in the
embrace of picturesque mountain landscapes, showcase an amazing blend of
architectural prowess and natural beauty. Its roots delve into an era where
summers were endless and sunsets painted the sky in hues that still resonate in the
mountainous regions it often graces. The intricate play of multiple balconies and
verandah spaces, complemented by a vibrant exterior and terracotta roof tiles,
adds a touch of enchantment to the surroundings, evoking a sense of timelessness.
The multilevel outdoor space, a veritable treasure, is enchanted with its azure blue
mini mosaic-tiled water feature and central fountain, flanked by a pool that
mirrors its splendor. The meticulously placed square tiles provide a sense of order
amidst the lush surroundings, while the warm umber-striped recliners and patio
chairs exude glamour.  Here, one can revel in a sumptuous meal, and bask in the
breathtaking panoramic views, all while being enveloped in an atmosphere that
whispers tales of grandeur and prestige.

LA
vista
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Pacifica
Double Chaise
Woven sunbleached
driftwood double seater
chaise with performance
upholstery. 

SERENA & LILY

Jessa Round
Coffee Table
Iron brass finished glass
top round table. 

SAFAVIEH

hamptons
sofa
White oak 2 1/2 seater
classic coastal sofa with
striped upholstery.

LEPANG™

OUTDOORStyle
INSIDE TRENDS #47
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Editor
LEPANG FERGUSON

Designer, Artist & Author, Lepang Ferguson has been
working in the lifestyle industry for many years, having
spent most of her career as a graphic designer & product
developer, her love for interior and industrial design
grew, allowing her to develop her own collections and
work seamlessly in the interior & lifestyle design
industry. 

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com
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